LCP Media Briefing
LCP is a tech-enabled analytical
consultancy powered by passionate and
talented people.
Known for our market leading advice in
pensions, investments and insurance, our
love of data and technology has also taken
us into newer areas, including energy, health
and data analytics.
We have a robust roster of expert
spokespeople who are available to make
informed, insightful and independent
commentary on industry events and
developments.
We’re now more than ever seen as a firm that is
making a real difference to some of the biggest
challenges facing our clients and the wider world.
Some highlights:
• We have a strong campaigning
voice and advocate for sustainable
retirement — our campaign about
women historically being underpaid
in their state pensions is estimated to
result in the DWP paying back over £1
billion to c134,000 people.
• Our Health Analytics team is enriching
our insight on health and mortality
trends and we are actively working
to help make our health system
sustainable.
• Our Energy team is helping advise how
the UK can reach Net Zero and our
clients to understand where to invest in
renewables.
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Expertise and market insight
What we know now will get us to tomorrow,
but a lens of curiosity will take us far beyond
that. That’s why we question the status quo
by looking at the data and analysing different
angles and possible outcomes.
Take a look at our latest insights:
Employee wellbeing – Why good financial
health is a win win
This report dissects the
impacts of financial pressures
on employees and highlights
how employers can best
support their workforce.
Explore our report here
Analysing longevity during a pandemic:
practical guidance to navigate an uncertain
journey
In our latest report we have
considered both the direct
and indirect impacts of the
pandemic to help trustees
and sponsors set mortality
assumptions.
Read the report here
LCP Vista Autumn 2022: Regime shifts and
contrasting extremes
In this edition of Vista, we
take stock of the current
moment and place the
challenges and opportunities
in the right context.
Explore the magazine here
The ‘Brave New World’ of pension scheme
finances
This report explores four
key areas; Managing
surpluses; Key investment
considerations; Corporate
developments – important
changes; and Key Accounting
issues ahead of year end.
Read the report here

